SIO Data

• From **ACE’s Mapping Internationalization on US Campuses 2017 Edition:**
  – 53% of institutions have a senior international officer
  – Up from 40% in 2011
  – Increasing in influence: SIOs are the #2 catalyst for internationalization

• From **AIEA’s SIO Survey:**
  – 12% of SIOs report to president
  – 47% report to CAO
  – Most have a doctorate or professional degree
  – Wide age range, fairly even gender split

• From **ACE’s Internationalization in Action:**
  – “Hub,” connector, increasing complexity of issues

Influence, drive, responsibility, complexity
All the Balls in the Air…

**Research**
- Strategy & design
- Data collection, analysis & writing
- Report production & dissemination
- Presentations

**Administration**
- Staff management
- Strategic planning
- Intra-ACE relationships

**Program Direction**
- Internationalization Laboratory
- New program development – e.g. UK

**Teaching**
- Yoga
- American University

---

**ACE CIGE**
American Council on Education
Center for Internationalization and Global Engagement